
Course Title Topics in Morphology and Syntax  

Course Code ENG 260-269 

Course Type Compulsory for Linguistics / Elective for Literature and Translation 

Level Undergraduate  

Year / Semester 2nd year / 4th semester  

Teacher’s Name Kleanthes K. Grohmann  

ECTS 5 Lectures / week 2 Laboratories / week N/A 

Course Purpose and 
Objectives 

This cluster of courses aims to provide students with the opportunity to concentrate in 
theoretical aspects of English grammar. Courses offered in these Topics examine the internal 
structure of English words and the rules by which word formation takes place (morphology) 
as well as constituents and rules involved in sentence formation (syntax). The cluster may 
also investigate the relationship between syntax and morphology by considering the effects 
that some morphological processes have on syntax (morphosyntax). It explores further the 
phrase structure properties of English, different clause types, and movement operations.  

Learning Outcomes Students are expected to have developed full awareness of English grammar in word form 
(morphology) and sentence structure (syntax). They will also have gained an understanding 
of core theoretical concepts for both. 

Prerequisites ENG 241 Required N/A 

Course Content An indicative list of topics covered by this cluster of courses includes: 

§ Morphemes and allomorphy  
§ Inflectional morphology 
§ Derivational morphology  
§ Compounding and other word formation  
§ Raising, Control, and Empty Categories 
§ Ellipsis and discourse in grammar 
§ Topics in Binding Theory 
§ Issues in Morphosyntax 

Teaching Methodology English grammar will be presented to non-native students with emphasis on modern theory. 
Introducing aspects of English grammar is followed by ways of capturing their properties 
theoretically. In-class exercises will support students follow this conceptual transition. 

Bibliography Bauer, L. (2003). Introducing Linguistic Morphology. Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press  

Booij, G. (2007). The Grammar of Words: An Introduction to Linguistic Morphology. Oxford: 
Oxford University Press. 

Carnie, A. (2013). Syntax: A Generative Introduction, 3rd edn. Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell.  

Carnie, A. (2013). The Syntax Workbook: A Companion to Carnie's Syntax, 3rd edn. Oxford: 
Wiley-Blackwell. 

Carstairs-McCarthy, A. (2002). An Introduction to English Morphology: Words and Their 
Structure. Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press 

Assessment 2 homework exercises (take-home), 1 mid-term (in-class), 1 final examination (in-class) 

Language English  

 


